Linesman’s Miscellaneous Equipment

E27

Mattson Increment Borers
Featuring machined brass end caps and extractor cap, plastic coated
handles and a barrel-shaped tip for easy starting and removal of
the borer. Used for fast and reliable results when evaluating age,
increment and soundness of trees and wood poles. Increment borers
are also used for decay check-up, pollution control, wood density,
chemical penetration control etc. Other sizes available on request.

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

HM-4

10” Mattson Borer

Linesman’s Test Thermometer
155mm glass pocket test thermometer
with heavy duty aluminium case. Range
-30° to +50° C in 1 degree increments.

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

RED-DISC

Red Identification Tag

WRIST-BAND

Black Leather Wrist Band

ACH06

Spring Loaded Steel Clip

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

22/348/2

Linesman’s Test Thermometer

Identification Tags
Issued to keep a record of workers entering and leaving site, particularly when
work is in proximity to live conductors. Red tags can be worn as a wristlet with a
leather watch type strap or with a spring loaded steel clip for attaching to work
wear.

Magnetic Hook
Manufactured from a rugged polymer with a strong ceramic magnet, the
magnetic hook can be used for a plethora of applications including hanging
rubber blankets over electrical hazards, marking dangerous areas with a flag
or sign and for positioning lighting products.
Equipment can be suspended from the hook
or placed in the barrel holder which has a nylon
security screw. 2 models available rated at
40kg and 90kg pull.

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

819055

Magnetic Hook 40kg pull

819057

Magnetic Hook 80kg pull

Anemometer
Ideal pocket instrument for balanced instant wind speed measurement. Features 3 operating modes
- instant, maximum and average. The unit is waterproof and has a backlit display. Supplied with
lithium battery.
CAT NO

RANGE

RESOLUTION

PRECISION

MEASURING CYCLE

SWF-1

Max 94mph (150km/h)

0.1 unit

±3%

Twice per second

Break Away Belt Hook
Designed for safely attaching sash line to tool belt or
harness. The hook will straighten out and release the
sash line should it snag or be suddenly tugged, ensuring
increased safety for linesman.
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CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

3542

Break Away Belt Hook
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